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Safety Rewards Today
IMPROVE SAFETY BY (SORT OF) ELIMINATING SAFETY REWARDS



What is the point of safety rewards?

• To reinforce specific behaviours that are 
thought to contribute to overall health and 
safety in a workplace

• To demonstrate an organization’s positive 
expectations connected to those reinforced 
behaviours



What do we reward?

• Timed targets – 2 Near Misses a week

• Basic metrics – 0 Recordables

• Project incentives – No Lost Time

• Hitting numbers – most HazIDs in month



Safety Rewards

• Pizza parties

• Gift cards

• Backpacks / 
Jackets

• Lunch with CEO

• Shout-out at 
shutdown

• Points for safety 
store



Safety award ideas over $15 :: 2-Person picnic cooler backpack. (n.d.). Safety Award 
Store. https://safetyawardstore.com/product-ad013507-2-person-picnic-cooler-backpack.html

Safety award ideas over $15. (n.d.). Safety Award Store. Retrieved April 20, 2023, from 
https://safetyawardstore.com/milestone-award-ideas-safety-home-road-awareness-milestone-.html



What do we risk getting?

• Quantity over quality

• Incidents hidden to ensure 
rewards are received

• Competition among staff – or 
resignation and “dropping 
out” of the competition

• Free-loaders for group rewards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Almost got into an accident - deer in field 1 km away from roadLost the Pizza Party     -      Broken hand, refused cast – got splint, pulled down coveralls to coverWarehouse near miss reward always won by same person



Psychology & HOP
IMPROVE SAFETY BY (SORT OF) ELIMINATING SAFETY REWARDS





Human & Organizational Performance

1. Error is normal

2. Blame fixes nothing

3. Context drives behaviour

4. Learning and improving is vital

5. Leadership response matters

Energy Safety Canada. (2022). Human and Organizational Performance. Retrieved October 1, 2023, from https://www.energysafetycanada.com/Standards/Programs/Human-and-
Organizational-Performance

HOP
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Behaviour

“Behavior can be 
observed and 

measured over time, 
revealing patterns 
and tendencies,…

…whereas actions 
are individual, 

discrete events that 
may or may not be 

part of a larger 
pattern.”

Smith, E. (2023, April 3). Difference between behavior and action. Ask Any Difference. Retrieved 
April 16, 2023, from https://askanydifference.com/difference-between-behavior-and-action/

Actions
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We Really Want

Behaviours that will consistently 
drive desired actions,

not isolated actions in themselves

Presenter Notes
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What do you do when you think nobody is watching?Repeated actions can lead to habits which lead to behaviours – but they need to be sustained and supported



2 Ways to Lead the Horse to Water

• Extrinsic motivation

• Intrinsic motivation
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Extrinsic Assumptions

• People are more likely to engage in the 
desired behaviour if they can expect explicit 
rewards for exhibiting that behaviour

• People will not engage in the behaviour 
unless the reward is expected and tied to the 
behaviour



Supporting Extrinsic Motivation

Specific rewards given for achieving a 
target, goal, metric, etc.

Withholding such rewards for failing to 
achieve the above
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Intrinsic Assumptions

• We like to be “in control” of our decisions 
and actions – not forced or manipulated

• We are more likely to follow internally 
defined priorities than external ones



Supporting Intrinsic Motivation?

Tell people how important “safety” is, 
highlight “safety heroes”, point to external 
rewards, “think about the children”

Comparing bad performance to good 
performance, expressing disapproval

Presenter Notes
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The Problem

• It’s easier to hand out gift cards than to 
capture people’s hearts and minds 

• We assume physical rewards will create the 
individual motivation to “do safety”

• We need to reverse this – personal 
motivation first, external reward second



Psychology Class

• People who are paid to 
perform an activity today….

• Are not likely to perform 
that activity in the future if 
they are not paid

Deci, E. L., & Flaste, R. (1996). Why we do what we do: Understanding self-motivation. Penguin Books.
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Psychology Class

• We will engage in activities 
freely if sufficiently 
motivated

• Adding compensation can 
totally change the 
perception and underlying 
motivation

Gneezy, U., & List, J. (2016). The Why Axis: Hidden motives and the undiscovered economics of everyday life.
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Voluntary

This has been a 
great date. Would 

you like to go to my 
place for a coffee?

This has been a 
great date. Would 

you like to go to my 
place for a coffee? 

I’ll even pay you 
$200.

Compensation

Gneezy, U., & List, J. (2016). The Why Axis: Hidden motives and the undiscovered economics of everyday life.
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Picchi, A. (2023, April 19). MillerKnoll CEO sparks backlash after telling employees to "leave pity city" over lack of bonuses. CBS News. 
Retrieved April 20, 2023, from https://www.cbsnews.com/news/millerknoll-ceo-andi-owen-leave-pity-city/



Strachan, M. (2023, April 17). Don’t live in ‘Pity city,’ office chair magnate tells employees who want money. VICE. Retrieved April 21, 2023, from https://www.vice.com/en/article/g5ygdj/dont-live-in-pity-
city-office-chair-magnate-tells-employees-who-want-money



Psychology Class

The proper question is not 
“how can I motivate 
others?” but rather “how 
can people create the 
conditions within which 
others can motivate 
themselves?”

Deci, E. L., & Flaste, R. (1996). Why we do what we do: Understanding self-motivation. Penguin Books.

Emphasis & 
Underline Added
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Dump the Backpacks?

• No – but consider it, sort of 

• Try focusing – in larger part – on building 
intrinsic motivation

• But…. people are motivated by both extrinsic 
and intrinsic factors – why not exploit both?



The “Hidden” Program
IMPROVE SAFETY BY (SORT OF) ELIMINATING SAFETY REWARDS



The “Hidden” Rewards Program

1. Form a committee / group / team

2. Identify key behaviours you want to reinforce

3. Create information channels on targeted and 
desired behaviours

4. Identify individuals / groups to reward

5. Have direct supervisors deliver the reward(s)
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The Central 
Committee

Management & Safety

This is an internal 
management initiative

Don’t announce it unless 
absolutely necessary – and 
then only minimally
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The Central Committee

• Meet on an ad-hoc 
schedule, at least 
quarterly

• Should be quick meetings 
after the start

• OHS function should front-
load operations as much 
as possible



What to Reward?

• Specify – in detail – what 
behaviours you want to reward

• Clearly indicate how that 
behaviour will be identified or 
measured
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Psychology Class

• Find the vital 2 or 3 key
behaviours that drive 
results

• 80 / 20 Rule – Pareto 
principle

Grenny, J., Patterson, K., Maxfield, D., McMillan, R., & Switzler, A. (2013). Influencer: The new science of leading change (2nd ed.). McGraw Hill Professional.



Go to the root
Quality over quantity – avoid 
numbers games with reporting

Compliance vs. targets – don’t 
incentivize hiding things

The difficult things, not the 
easy things
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“Safety” is not defined as 
everything being perfect. But it 
does require us to be 
persistent and consistent in 
what we do.

- MIKE FEARS, RIPPING OFF MOTHER TERESA



Collect Intelligence

Get eyes and ears on what is working well (and 
not well)

Identify the good, bad & ugly – the bad and ugly 
are your future targets

Identify the reliable, consistent people – they 
need hugs too



What you May Find

• Work as Done (WAD) can be very different from 
Work as Imagined (WAI)

• “Good” safety performers are not always angels

• “Bad” safety performers could be doing it “right”

• Glitches in The Matrix – something to investigate



Selection

• The committee meets and 
determines candidates for rewards

• Don’t limit to a specific number 
per month / quarter / year – let it 
fly

• OHS should have a veto to ensure 
compliance with legislation, 
clients, and other obligations



First Reward without Reward

• A committee member goes to recipient’s 
immediate supervisor

• Asks the supervisor to praise the recipient in 
public (preferred) or in private (introverted person 
or negative peer pressure)

• Observe results, if improved go to next step…

Presenter Notes
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“Bob, I’ve noticed you 
were wearing your goggles 
last week. I appreciate 
your commitment. Keep it 
up.”



Psychology Class

• Start with personal 
motivation

• Make the Undesirable 
Desirable

Grenny, J., Patterson, K., Maxfield, D., McMillan, R., & Switzler, A. (2013). Influencer: The new science of leading change (2nd ed.). McGraw Hill Professional.



There are two things people 
want more than sex and 
money... recognition and 
praise.

- MARY KAY ASH



Psychology Class

Carnegie, D. (2014). How to win friends and influence people. HarperCollins.

• Focus on improvement, not 
success

• Lavish genuine praise and 
approval on effort, not just 
performance

• Give a bad dog a good name



HOP in Practice

• Blame fixes nothing
◦Focus on behaviour, improvement – not failure

• Context drives behaviour
◦Public and personal at the same time

• Leadership response matters
◦Coming from the direct supervisor

Presenter Notes
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Round 2 – The Reward

• If the targeted person continues improvement or 
desired behaviour…

• A committee member goes to recipient’s 
immediate supervisor

• Determine what the recipient would value

• Get that reward for the recipient

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Improvement can also include other activities



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Do unto othersEmployee in Edmonton – get Oilers jerseyBut employee is Flames fan – wants Flames jerseyGet the Flames jersey



The Delivery

• The recipient’s immediate supervisor gives the 
reward to the recipient in a public setting

• Best if at the start of a regular meeting / toolbox

• Quick and to the point



“Bob, I’ve noticed you’re 
wearing your safety 
glasses more often. 
You’re the kind of person 
that takes care of himself 
and others. Here is a 
(preferred reward) as a 
thanks from me. Keep it 
up.”



What is not there

• “Safety” is not rewarded – the behaviour is

• Comes from the person delivering the reward 
– not the organization or a rewards program

• Does not highlight any target, goal or metric



Psychology Class

Goldstein, N. J., Martin, S. J., & Cialdini, R. (2008). Yes!: 50 scientifically proven ways to be persuasive. Simon & Schuster.

• Rewards should be 
significant (to the recipient), 
unexpected, and 
personalized

• People respond to scarce or 
unique items with greater 
interest



Psycho Moment

• “Influencers first ensure 
that the vital behaviors 
connect to intrinsic 
satisfaction.”

• Make Extrinsic Rewards 
Third

Grenny, J., Patterson, K., Maxfield, D., McMillan, R., & Switzler, A. (2013). Influencer: The new science of leading change (2nd ed.). McGraw Hill Professional.



“Bob, I’ve noticed you’re 
wearing your safety 
glasses more often. 
You’re the kind of person 
that takes care of himself 
and others. Here is a 
(preferred reward) as a 
thanks from me. Keep it 
up.”



Psychology Class

Goldstein, N. J., Martin, S. J., & Cialdini, R. (2008). Yes!: 50 scientifically proven ways to be persuasive. Simon & Schuster.

“…people are strongly 
motived to change their 
attitudes in ways that 
are consistent with their 
behaviour.”

Emphasis & 
Underline Added



Psycho Moment

• People want to feel 
autonomous

• They want to be recognized 
for “who they are”

Gneezy, U. (2023). Mixed signals. https://doi.org/10.12987/9780300271430

Presenter Notes
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HOP in Practice

• Context drives behaviour
◦Not expected, personalized, bigger impact

• Learning and improving is vital
◦Reinforcement of learning and improvement at an 
individual and group level

• Leadership response matters
◦Direct demonstration of supervisor/organization value

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Safety guy or gal gives reward – so what?Who decides who gets the crappy job today?Who approves the timesheet, the overtime, the days off?



Key Notes

• Customize rewards if possible – something 
nobody or few have

• Best if something they and coworkers will regularly 
use or see

• Don’t recommend things that staff could 
potentially get through other company channels 
(no swag)





Individual vs. Group

• Gift cards and time off are seen through surveys 
as the most highly valued extrinsic rewards

• Can be very useful for groups and specific 
individuals (gift cards usually not “personal”)

• Important to understand what group / person 
values – poke, ask, find out



Bonus Use of Cognitive Dissonance

• When supervisors / managers are rewarding their 
staff for safety efforts, it becomes mentally and 
emotionally difficult for those people to later 
contradict themselves

• More likely to support “safety” going forward

• Doesn’t mean that they will change overnight



The “Hidden” Program

1. Form a committee / group / team

2. Identify key behaviours you want to reinforce

3. Create information channels on targeted and 
desired behaviours

4. Identify individuals / groups to reward

5. Have direct supervisors deliver the reward(s)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Explain the parts and show how they fit with behavioural research & HOP



5 Principles of HOP

1. Error is normal

2. Blame fixes nothing

3. Context drives behaviour

4. Learning and improving is vital

5. Leadership response matters



In Closing (finally)…

• Work the intrinsic motivation first, extrinsic later

• Make it personal, not mechanical

• Experiment with what works for you

• If you can, have a “hidden” program

• Give it time – change is a process
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